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Built in heater provides energy efficient hot water and 
is controlled by our digital control pack. Energy saving 
features and a daily purge to keep hot tub pristine.

No right angle restrictions in our plumbing means better flow-
through and less resistance placed on the pump. This leads to a 
more efficient system built to last for many years.

Our oversized 2.5” intake is over 
35% more efficient an the industry 
standard of 2” for maximum flow.
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Components from Leading Manufacturers

Our Industry Leading 
16A 5HP 2 speed 
pump provides  more 
than any other pump 
on the market to 
circulate the spa 
water and provide a 
deep hydrotherapy 
massage.

MOST EFFICIENT HOT TUB PLUMBING

HYDROTHERAPY JET CUSTOMISATION
Each jet can be interchanged with any other jet of 
the same size. This means ultimate 
individual customisation for every seat in the spa. 

Every jet is capable of hydrotherapy and equipped 
with an air control valve. This controls the amount of 
air mixed into the water to further adjust the massage 
pressure level and increase blood circulation.

Our diverter valve lets you concentrate the 
full power of our large 5 hp pump to one or 
both sides of the spa giving you full control 
of the flow volume.

Two different styles of jets 
present in our spas: directional,
rotational. Each provides a 
different aspect to the overall 
hydrotherapy experience. 

Adjustable

All jets are individually controlled and adjustable. 
This includes the ability to increase/decrease the flow of 
each jet by rotating the faceplate which allows for 
complete control over the massage.

DIVERSE SEATING ARRANGEMENTS

Designed to act as an 
easy entrance-point to 
the spa and stippled for 

a better grip. 

An ergonomic No 
Float lounger that can 
comfortably accom-
modate Designed to 
keep users in place 

Ideal seating  for a 
strong massage Well 
outfitted with jets and 

a comfortable LED 
headrest.

Allows user to stretch 
out and massage areas 
not usually targeted as 
they are not confined.

Oversized footwell size 
comfortably accom-

modates all users feet 
without contact and 
includes foot jets.
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CURBSIDE DELIVERY

Our couriers will arrange with you for a 
convenient time to drop off your spa

WHITE GLOVE BACK GARDEN 
DELIVERY FORM
Upload your information to our site and our 
experienced team will provide you with a quote to 
move your spa from the Curb to your Garden, and 
remove the packaging and install the accessories 
canadianspacompany.com/support/delivery/

OPTIONAL GARDEN PLACEMENT Need assistance? Visit our Service Portal:
support.canadianspacompany.com

SERVICE PORTAL 
Our Service portal has many of the 
FAQ’s to easily answer your hot  tub 
questions. 
Submit a ticket in our system and our 
global team will effectively solve your 
issue quickly and efficiently 24/7

ENERGY EFFICIENT INSULATION = Low Cost

High-density closed cell foam surrounds the shell 
protecting it from heat loss. Each cabinet panel 
includes high-density closed cell foam lined with 
an infrared reflective layer. This creates a hot air 
barrier to trap and retain heat. 

The base is designed with high-density closed cell foam and 
a layer of the same infrared reflective material found on the 
cabinet walls. This prevents heat loss through the base, saving 
the owner money in energy costs.

Our heat reclamation system works by storing and reusing the 
heat created by the spa equipment. Most heat generated by 
the spa is reused efficiently without being wasted.  

Warm air rises, the majority of heat is lost through the top 
of the spa, this cover helps to retain this heat.

FILTRATION SYSTEM
Our Digital filtration system guarantees 
clear water with 75% less Chemicals 

1. Pre-Filter - Fine mesh screen to prevent your filters becoming clogged
2. Silver-Ion - Embedded into the plastic of the filter, acts a natural disinfectant and our Microban® inhibits the growth of bacteria 

escpecially when the spa is cycling and not running, bacteria is most likely to grow in the filter and increase chemical demand.  
3. Ozone Purifier - Generates Ozone to aid in the oxidation of the spa water & reduce chemical use by over 75%
4. Mazzei Injector - Produces smaller bubbles and our Ozone Mixing Chamber breaks up Ozone bubbles to maximum absorption


